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point of view, it's fantastic, i agree completely. the broad objectives of this center are to disseminate novel

neuropsychiatric treatments of tourette syndrome that are inspired by work done on animals that suffer
with tics such as tourette syndrome. over the past three decades, many animal models of tourette

syndrome have been developed. in parallel, compounds have been synthesized and tested in animal
models to identify mechanisms and compounds for new treatment strategies. a recent example of this

type of process is the infusion of drugs into the medial habenula (mhb) to suppress the neurotransmitter
dopamine in the basal ganglia. these compounds are becoming more potent and effective. for this reason,
this proposal will include advances in three different classes of compounds: (1) more potent and effective

compounds, (2) novel compounds, (3) compounds administered by novel routes. advances in animal
models are being made with the use of novel technologies such as optogenetics and engineered human
induced pluripotent stem cells (hipscs) in order to understand how individual elements of the tic complex
behave. other advances in animal models are being made in order to determine how tics are generated
and how they are modulated. these advances are being made using a combination of in vitro and in vivo
approaches. a new procedure for generating hipscs and testing compounds is being developed that will
provide data on neurodevelopmental anomalies (such as the shift from low to high striatal d2 receptor

function) in patients with tourette syndrome. if new compounds or novel routes of drug delivery are
identified for tourette syndrome, they can be tested on newly generated hipscs in order to learn about the
variability and heterogeneity among patients. in summary, this application will provide a mechanism for

disseminating novel compounds, approaches, and methods in an effort to decrease or eliminate tics.video
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celebrates with his teammates after defeating notre dame during the semifinals of the 2013 ncaa men's
college basketball tournament in new orleans. file - in this nov. 18, 2013 file photo, south florida's myles
turner (12) gestures on the sideline in the second half of an ncaa college basketball game against ucla at

the galen center in los angeles. salt lake city — he was the most beloved and productive athlete in
michigan history. he went on to become a famous college basketball coach who proved he could win big

games. he spent the next two decades in the nba and became a player-coach in san antonio. he ended his
coaching career, like his playing career, with a championship — not on the basketball court, but in

becoming a first-year head coach at michigan after graduating from michigan with a degree in mechanical
engineering. now, tom izzo has a chance to join a very exclusive club and leave his mark on college

basketball history the same way his former teammate and friend, bill walton, did so many years ago. izzo
is the all-time winningest coach in division i men’s basketball and will easily surpass ucla’s john wooden if

he wins his upcoming matchup against the bruins on monday.
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